WIDO STORIES OF CHANGE- 2018-2020
001: School provides walkway for PWD after advocacy action
Client name: Esther Adjeiwaa Ampobeng
Date: 3rd June, 2019- Project: LOGAP- Contact: 0243989447

Esther Ampobeng is a 32 year old teacher of the
Jaman North – Suman SHS Located at the Goaso
District of the Ahafo Region where WIDO operates on
its LOGAP project. She serves as the president of PWD
in the District.
As the president of PWD, she participated actively in
the WIDO led LOGAP interventions where she learned
effective advocacy strategies that have helped her to
champion the course of PWD.
She participated in the District level score cards
evaluation and the District Discussion Forum to discuss
how citizens can participate effectively in the local
governance process.
Esther got motivated by the advocacy strategies from
her participation in the LOGAP interventions and took
up a strong advocacy challenge in her school for school authorities to ensure that the
dormitories in the school were disability friendly. The school has over 10 persons with disability
but their needs have not been carefully addressed for over her 8 years of work as a teacher in
the school.
She learnt how to communicate her advocacy
actions to achieve results through letters and
dialogue with the school’s authority. She is glad that
her efforts that started in 2018 have achieved results
in April, 2019. The school has completed disability
walk ways in the girl’s dormitory that is serving the
needs of 9 PWD in the school following her efforts.
The girls are able to easily access the dormitory and
move to other rooms to interact with other students.
She said “the girls are happy about my efforts and I
am proud of that. You see, physical features that
people without physical disabilities take for granted
can present serious problems for us with different
abilities, mostly because our needs haven’t been
considered in designing those features”.
In future, she hopes to extend her advocacy action to
other public schools facing similar through series of
dialogue with persons in authority to enforce laws that protect people with disabilities from
discrimination, and guarantee them at least some degree of access to public facilities,
employment, services, education and amenities.
She is grateful to WIDO for enhancing her work as an executive of the PWD and teaching her
new forms of dialogue and advocacy that is making her more effective.

002: Education brought closer to a far to reach community
Client name: Kwabena Anasone (Assembly man- Fameshebaabi communinity
Date: 15th June, 2019- Project: GSAM- Contact: 0558578389
Fameshebaabi is a community located in the EjuraSekyedumase Municipality. It has a population of
about two hundred and ninety five (295)
settlements within the community. Majority of the
community members are into farming activities
which have improved their living standards.
Access to quality education has been at the heart of
the community and the leaders for decades. The
community has supported schooling in the
community in a dilapidated structure constructed by
the community over 10 years ago to avoid children
from traveling over an hour to the next community
school. The wish of children in the community was
to in 2017 the District Assembly came the issue
was discussed extensively on one of the WIDO
facilitated platforms for Assemblymen and the Assembly. At the start of the project community
members had envisioned that the project could be completed in a year’s time but the project
was abandoned by the contractor after 8months of being on site. The situation affected
performance of children and discouraged teachers from coming to teach at the community.
Despite attempts by the Assemblyman to make follow up to the assembly on the need to
complete the structure, no positive response was given until a WIDO facilitated a joint
monitoring visit to the site under its GSAM
project.
As part of Women Integrated Development
Organization (WIDO) Ghana Strengthening
Accountability Mechanism (GSAM), a joint
monitoring involving the community members,
the Municipal Assembly and the District steering
committee to an ongoing school structure at
Famesheebaabi helped in the speedy completion
of the school facility. During this visit, the
community expressed concern to the Assembly
on the need for the contractor to increase his
pace of work and also make adjustments on the roofing and blackboards. Through the support
of the Assembly, the school structure was completed within 2 months after the monitoring visit.
Students and teachers now have an improved school facility where teaching and learning is
moving on well. Students have quality space and time to learn and are happy and hopeful that
their academic performance would improve. Mr Kwabena Anasone, the Assembly member for
Fameshebaabi electoral area was very happy too for the good work done by WIDO/GSAM
team. “I’m very grateful to the WIDO/GSAM team for conducting a joint monitoring which had
led the assembly to complete the community’s school structure”.
The community leaders having seen the impacts of their engagement with the Assembly have
resolved to plant trees around the school structure to serve as wind break and also constantly
engage the Assembly to demand accountability and contribute their respective quota to the
development of their community.

003: Closing Distance to Health Care through Community Advocacy Action
Client name:

Hiawoanwu is a farming community located
along
Ejura- Atebubu
road
in
EjuraSekyedumase municipal with a population of four
hundred and fifty (450) people. Among the major
needs of the community was the completion of a
CHPs Compound to address the health needs of
the inhabitants. Pregnant women were the most
hit considering that these women traveled over
10km to attend to health care.
Even though the District Assembly had
responded to the need by constructing a CHPs
compound, the structure was yet to be furnished
to make it useable. For over one and half years,
the CHIPs compound was standing unused.
On 26th of January, 2018, WIDO/GSAM team
organized a District town hall meeting that
provided a platform for the District Assembly, Hiawoanwu community and other stakeholders to
dialogue on the CHIPs compound and how authorities can take steps to complete it for use. At
the engagement sessions, the Assembly man for the community recounted how difficult it is for
community to travel to Ejura for health care. Other community members expressed worry about
the situation and pleaded with the Assembly to fast track processes leading the commissioning
of the project.
The discussions got high level attention and caused the Member of Parliament (MP) for EjuraSekyedumase municipal, Hon. Bawah Ibrahim Muhammad to intervene for the immediate
completion of the project. Within a period of thirty five (35) working days after the district town
hall meeting the CHPs compound was furnished for use on 16th March 2018.
WIDO GSAM team visited Hiawoanwu community on 9 th July 2018 and interacted with
community members and staff of the CHIPs
compound on progress of work, challenges and
the way forward. The midwife at the facility told the
team that they attend to an average of one
hundred and eighty (180) clients per month.
A nursing mother, madam Abiba said ‘ayaresabia
no aboa me ama me awo afa me ho ne me ba’
literally meaning through the health facility I
delivered safely. She thanked WIDO GSAM team
the support.
The Assemblyman for the community Mr.
Kwabena Anasoni was happy about the new
development and added that, the community is
embarking on a fund raising exercise to support
the facility with the needed logistics.

004: Caterers respond to community demands to the benefit of children
Client name: Kwame Buoahen (Assistant Head Teacher) - Fiaso community
Date: 20th June, 2019- Project: GSAM- Contact: 0558578389
The implementation of the Ghana School Feeding Programme continue to face series of
challenges despite the important role the programme is playing in improving school attendance
and performance in most rural communities. Scorecards findings from the Women Integrated
Development Organization (WIDO) Local Governance Accountability Project (LOGAP)
established that the GSFP contributed extremely to enrollment of pupils as established by
83.3% of respondents. The motivation of beneficiary
pupils has contributed to over 72.5% of them being
able to successfully complete basic education in the
rural communities. The findings however revealed
very worrying constraints that is limiting the effective
implementation of the programme in the Techiman
Municipal. The findings of the exercise suggest
strongly that the meals prepared by the caterers were
of low nutritional quality and less quantity in most of
the schools. The Fiaso community recorded one of the
worse meal conditions prepared by the caterers. The
findings were confirmed by students, teachers and
some other community members who took a strong
challenge to see needed changes.
As part of the WIDO led LOGAP programme, a District Development Discussion Forum was
held to discuss the findings of the scorecards findings on the performance of the School feeding
programme in the Techiman Municipality. During the programme members from Fiaso
community confirmed the findings and demanded immediate changes in the meals for their
children. Their plea got further authority after the Municipal Coordinating Director disgusted by
the findings sent a communication for the caterers to sit up else their jobs would be taken for
others who can deliver effectively.
The results of the WIDO LOGAP score cards and DDDF is very impressive. Much of the
positive changes have been recorded among caterers in the Fiaso community. Teachers and
students have reported a massive improvement in the meals prepared by the caterers. These
confirmations were given by the Assistant Head Teacher and some students during a
community monitoring to the school. “I am amazed at the high level of improvement we are
seeing in the quality of the meals. In terms of quantity and quality, it is great. In fact the WIDO
research has work effectively for us”
The Fiaso community has seen the positive results from a community led advocacy for change
and are prepared to continue to engage the District Assembly to deliver effectively on its
mandate. The Unit committee chairman Mr. Yahaya mahama noted that the community has
initiated steps to the District GFSP coordinator to revamp the School implementation
committees and the District Implementation Committees under the School feeding programme
to further improve the effectiveness of the programme

005 communities empowered to lead developmental Action
Client name: Julius Amagashie (Assembly Member) - Bonya electoral area
Date: 20th June, 2019- Project: LOGAP- Contact: 0558578389
Bonya is a community located in the Techiman North District. It has a population of about five
hundred and sixteen (516) occupants living in the community. Bonya is noted for the cultivation
of cassava, due to this, most of the citizens seek to capacitate themselves economically through
gari production.
For the past seven years, performance of pupils who participate in the Basic Education
Certificate Examination (B.E.C.E) has been very poor because, pupils lamented on the long
distances they have to cover to get to school. They also expressed their plight of having to do
so many house chores at home after school. This therefore reduces the academic performance
of students as they do not get ample time to study. Teachers posted to this community do not
stay for long due to the difficulties in getting accommodation.
As part of Women Integrated Development Organization’s (WIDO) Local Governance
accountability project (LOGAP) strategies, WIDO LOGAP team led the people of Bonya
community to develop a Community Governance Action Plan. Through the action plan
developed, community members have been able to mobilize funds within themselves and
organizations to put up a dormitory block for the final year pupils to lodge in whiles preparing to
write their exams, this have made the pupils to perform better in the exam.
Moreover, community members have been able to mobilize funds to construct a teacher’s
bungalow through WIDO\LOGAP intervention. Citizens of Bonya are very thankful to WIDO for
introducing community governance action plan to them because in the past years, they had no
idea of how to build upon their own initiatives and also lead in developmental action but rather
depend solely on the District Assemblies for help.
The Assembly member for Bonya Electoral Area Mr. Julius Amagashie also thanked WIDO for
sensitizing the community to develop an action plan. “All thanks go to WIDO for sensitizing
Bonya community members on how to build upon their own initiatives and take developmental
plans on their own community based level. The Queen mother for Bonya community, Nana
Badu also expressed her joy and stated that, “ through WIDO LOGAP interventions, women in
the community now involve themselves and also participate in decision making processes and
also leads in developmental actions”.
Moving forward, the WIDO\LOGAP team decided to emancipate the advocacy policy and
livelihood intervention by entreating the Assembly member for Bonya electoral area, Mr. Julius
Amagashie to engage in radio discussions to help initialize community capacity building and
citizen participation towards sustainable development.

006 Improvement of Electricity in the Tanfiamo Community
Client name: Julius Amagashie (Assembly Member) - Bonya electoral area
Date: 20th June, 2019- Project: LOGAP- Contact: 0558578389
The Tanfiamo community is a small farming community located at the Kintampo South District
of the Ahafo Region, where WIDO operates on its GSAM project. Tanfiamo is inhabited with a
total population of not less than 4,000 people who are mostly peasant farmers.
As a small farming community, there was no electricity in the community for several years. The
situation affected students who were denied of the opportunity to study at night like others in the
cities.
Under the WIDO led GSAM town hall meetings were organized creating convenient platforms
for engagement between the community members and the assembly on these challenging
issues. Community members stressed on the lighting situation of the community to the
Assembly which eventually led to the completion of long standing rural lighting project in the
community.
The Tafiamo community can now boast of improvement electricity. The result of the intervention
of the WIDO GSAM project led to the improved educational system in the community as
students are able to use the electricity to study. Besides small businesses that required
electricity such as the small scale industries used in Gari processing are able to improve upon
their sales. The unit committee chairperson in the person of Hajugo Saani could not hide his joy
“Our children are now performing better in school, we are really happy for this initiative”.
Moving forward, community members were also encouraged to be more resourceful by
improvising some solutions to addressing their challenges rather than waiting on state actors
and other benevolent organizations to address their challenges. To add to this, the Tafiamo
community was also tasked to be more proactive in problem solving and decision making by
establishing youth groups and women organizations to help minimize issues of poverty and high
dependency.

007
Introduction to beneficiary
Name of person/group

Kwame YeboahϽdↄ VSLA

Location

Domsisire, Sunyani Municipal

Age

35

Gender (for individuals)

Male

Case study
Domsisire is a village in the Sunyani Municipal and the community was selected to be a beneficiary of the Green
Skills for Ghana project. The community is a rural settlement of farmers and access to credit to expand economic
activities is very challenging. The culture of savings is not in the community mind since there is no financial entity
in the community. Kwame is a family of five with his wife who assist him on his farmland. The GSG project has
help Kwame expands his tomatoes farmland in which he
accessed a loan credit of Gh₵300.00 with the aim of
increasing production to carter for his family and the rest
for sale. It’s not only Kwame who is challenged with
regards to accessing credit, majority of the community
face the same situation with regard to accessing credit.
Kwame solely depend on his farmland for survival which
means that the unpredictable nature of the raining season
determines his survival for the year. ‘‘Thanks to the GSG
project, I have been able to accessed credit to engage into
tomatoes farming during the dry season to supplement my
normal seasonal maize cultivation’’.
The green skills for Ghana project has enable Kwame learned how to save and how to spend money productively.
Kwame and other group members need not to go to city to borrow loan since they can access credit at their own
community with low interest rate. Kwame has improve on his communication skills among group members by
way of tolerating each other’s views.
The perishable nature of tomatoes is a challenge to Kwame, there is no storage facility, and how to transport the
produced to the market is very challenging.

008: Youth group goes into snail rearing after trainings
Name: Adwumapa Location: Ahyieam-Tano North Municipal Date: December, 2019
Ahyieam is one of the communities benefiting from the Green Skills for Ghana (GSG) Project in
the Tano North Municipal in the Ahafo Region. The community has a population of about 978
inhabitants and shared boundaries with Yamfo to the North and Nsuapemkrom to the South. The
community is a rural settlement and most of the members in the community are farmers. The
community is surrounded with a forest and a
mountain which serve as natural resources.
The Green Skills for Ghana Project has
formed four (4) Village Saving and Loans
Associations (VSLAs) in this community.
Adwumapa was the last VSLA to be formed
in this community with membership of 25 at
the start of the Project. The group currently
has a total membership of 27 as a result of the
positive impacts the GSG Project has made on
beneficiaries’ life. The group membership is
made up of; 2 males youth, 3 adult males, 14
females youth and 8 adult females.
The group after they benefited from the green business skills training has decided to go into
snails rearing. The group with support from opinion leaders has acquired a piece of land and
constructed a snail’s concrete cage. The group stocked the cage with 6 snails. The group has
about 187 snails in stock currently. This tremendous achievement is through the group’s social
fund contributions which they used to establish the chosen enterprise under the VSLA model.
The group and community members who eat snails are now able to buy the product without
travelling long distances to other communities where snails are reared. The initiative by the
group is generating income to the group and also unites the members together as they are seen
supporting one another and working together. The group has also been linked with some hotels

and the general public in the two Municipals as their contact and location was given out during a
radio discussion
009: Youth Group Enhanced economically through Rabbit Rearing
Name: Ahoto VSLA Location: Buokrukruwa Tano North Municipal Date: October, 2019
Buokrukruwa is one of the communities that were selected to be a beneficiary of the Green Skills
for Ghana project. The community is a pre-urban settlement with over 1000 population. The
culture of savings with financial institutions is very challenging, only few members could access
financial support from financial institutions
available in the nearest town Duayaw Nkwanta
the capital town of the Municipality. The Ahoto
Village Saving and Loans Association was the
first group to be formed in the community. The
group is made up of 25 beneficiaries. The youth
females in the group are 11, adult females are
5, youth males are 5, and adult males are 4.
The Green Skills for Ghana project after
providing green business skills trainings as the
objective of the project has enabled the Ahoto
VSLA gained knowledge in green business
establishment.
This came to light after the group decides to use their social fund contributions in support of the
chosen business enterprise with 4 rabbits in stock. The group currently has 9 rabbits in stock
after buying the 4 rabbits for startup. The group has not made sales yet but believes the business
will turnover for profit generation and has high hopes of expanding their business to commercial
level within the near future.
The group is also into organic vegetables (pepper) production as they are seen using the
droppings from the rabbits in preparing compost in fertilizing the vegetable farm. The half acre
of the pepper farm was acquired courtesy of opinion leaders’ support for the project.

010: Youth VSLA group enhance economically through VSLA
Name: Anidaso VSLA Location: Daadom, Sunyani Municipal, Dec, 2019.

The Anidaso Village Savings group is made up of 30 beneficiaries. The youth females in the
group are 10, adult females are 10, youth males are 7, and adult males are 3.
The Green Skills for Ghana project and the continue sensitization by field officers has seen a lot
of beneficiaries and groups establishing various businesses. The Anidaso group after they
benefited from the green business skills training has
decided to go into mushroom production. The group
has constructed a wooden built structure for the
chosen business enterprise; mushroom production.
The group business location is closed to the
Pentecost church in the community.
This came to light after the group decides to use
their social fund contributions in support of the
chosen business enterprise. The chosen business
enterprise is generating additional income to the
group. The nutritional status of beneficiaries and that
of the entire community has been improved as a result of the business. Beneficiaries and the
community members have the opportunity to buy mushrooms from the group for consumption
which in turn generates income to the group. The initiative by the group also unites the members
together as they come together to work towards the achievement of a common goal.

011: Farmers production of organic fertilizer for income
Name: Ebeye Yie Location: Tano Ano-Tano North Municipal : Date: Dec, 2019

Tano Ano is one of the communities benefiting from the Green Skills for Ghana (GSG) Project
in the Tano North Municipal in the Ahafo Region. The community has a population of about 550
members and shared boundaries with Yamfo to the South and Koope to the West. The
community is a rural settlement and all members in the community are farmers.

The Green Skills for Ghana Project has formed five (5) Village Saving and Loans Associations
(VSLAs) in this community. Ebeye yie was the first VSLA to be formed in this community with
membership of 25 at the start of the Project.
The group currently has a total membership of
30 due to the positive impacts the GSG Project
has made on beneficiaries’ life. The group
membership is made up of; 8 males youth, 9
adult males, 4 females youth and 9 adult
females.
The group after they benefited from the green
business skills training has decided to go into
organic vegetables farming (pepper). The
group with support from opinion leaders has
acquired a one (1) acre of land for the chosen
business enterprise; organic vegetables farming (pepper). This came to light after the group
decides to use their social fund contributions in support of the chosen business enterprise. The
group is seen producing organic fertilizer and pesticides controls by using nim tree extract in
controlling pesticides. This is been emulated by other community members who were using
synthetic chemicals in controlling pest on their vegetable farms. The practice is improving food
security, improves health status and preservation of the environment since beneficiaries have
learned the dangers associated with the usage of synthetic chemicals.
The beneficiaries and the community members are now buying organic vegetables (pepper) from
the group for consumption which in turn generating income to the group. The initiative by the
group also unites the members together as they are seen supporting one another and working
together. The group has also been linked with some hotels in the two Municipals as their contact
and location was given out during a radio discussion organized by Women Integrated
Development Organization (WIDO).

012: Young Man expands income stream through Rabbit rearing
Name: Paul amba ntεn VSLA Location: Atuahene/Koffour-camp Sunyani Municipal: Date
Dec, 2019
Koffour-Camp is under Atuahene community, one of the communities that were selected to be a
beneficiary of the Green Skills for Ghana project. The community is a rural settlement with
about 350 populations. The culture of savings and with financial institutions is very challenging,
even in Atuahene community that is with
over 1000 members. There is no financial
institution

in

the

community

where

individuals could access financial support.
Paul amba ntεn Village Saving and Loans
Association was formed in the community
through the Green Skills for Ghana Project.
The group is made up of 20 beneficiaries with
youth females in the group being 11, adult
females 5, youth males 5, and 4 adult males.
The Green Skills for Ghana project after
providing green business skills trainings as the objective of the project has enabled Mr. Osei a 33
year old young man to establish his rabbit rearing business. This came to light as a result of Mr.
Osei being a member of the Paul amba nteεn savings group. Mr. Osei has been able to get
financial support from the group to start his rabbit rearing business. Mr. Osei currently has 3
rabbits in stock. With the knowledge gained in the green skills training and support from the
green skills for Ghana project, Mr. Osei has also started grass-cutter rearing business. He
currently has five (5) grass-cutters in stock. Mr. Osei has not made sales yet but believes the
business will turnover for profit generation due to the high demand for grass-cutter in the market.
Mr. Osei said; ‘‘I have high hopes of expanding my business to commercial level within the near
future’’. WIDO during a radio discussion has provided contact numbers and locations of
beneficiaries who are into green business production of which the rabbit and grass-cutter was
included.

013: Increasing incomes through honey production
Name: Silembong Llocation: Jinijini Sunyani Municipal Date: Dec, 2019

Jinijini is one of the communities benefiting from the Green Skills for Ghana (GSG) Project in
the Sunyani Municipal in the Bono Region. The community is a rural settlement and almost all
members in the community are farmers. The Green Skills for Ghana Project has formed only one
(1) Village Saving and Loans Associations (VSLAs) in this community. The group membership
is made up of; 8 males youth, 1 adult male, 1
female youth and 1 adult female given a total
number of 16 members.
The group after they benefited from the green
business skills training has decided to go into
bee keeping. The group with support from
opinion leaders has acquired a piece of land to
enable them establish the business. Honey has
a high demand in the community and the
Ghanaian market coupled with it medicinal
and

nutritional

status

as

beneficiaries

described. The group so far has constructed 5 bee hives with support from their social fund
contributions.
Silembong is yet to make profit from their chosen business enterprise as they had not made sales
as of the period of reporting. However, the high demand for honey in the community and the
region gives the group hope that they will certainly make a lot of profit when they make sales
anytime soon.
In order to attract more customers and to generate income to the group, the group name and
location has been aired out during a radio discussion organized by Women’s Integrated
Development Organization (WIDO) that has created linkage with the group business and the
general public who may be interested in obtaining honey. The establishment of the business has
also unites the group members as they are seen working together for a common purpose.

014: Community initiates resource mobilization to furnish CHPS compound
Client name: Yaw Kodan
Date: 7th January, 2020 Project: GSAM- Contact: 0548547527

The decision of the Kintampo South Assembly to construct a CHPs compound in Agyina
community from March-September, 2016
came as welcoming news for the entire
community. Agyina in a farming
community located in the Kintampo South
District where the GSAM project also
operates.
Unfortunately, the project which was
completed in September, 2017 has since not
been in use due to the inability of the
Assembly and the Community to furnish the
completed structure with necessary logistics
for health operations.
As part of the GSAM activities, the project
was randomly selected for an audit which
was conducted in March, 2019. The reports
revealed majority of citizens were happy
about the project and believed that when
completed will address their needs by enhancing health care delivery in the community.
These findings caught the attention of most stakeholders who expressed worry that the structure
was not been used. The unit committee Chairman for Agyina (Yaw Kodan) who was present at
the meeting expressed similar worries but assured the participants of his commitment to
collectively initiate a community resources mobilization agenda with other community leaders
towards furnishing the structure.
The progress of this agenda has been very positive and encouraging. The community organized a
fund raising forum where community members donated different sums of money to constructed
two tables, four (4) chairs and 15 benches.
The community has also officially written to the Ghana health service to post personnel to the
CHPS compound as soon as possible.
The members of the Agyina community appreciate the initiative of the unit committee chairman
and other stakeholders including GSAM for their support.

015: Kintompo South Assembly respond to citizens concerns and redesigns maternity Ward for

maximum benefits
Client name:
Date: 7th January, 2020 Project: GSAM- Contact:

The Jema Maternity Ward is a District Development Facility funded project which was awarded
on the 12th of June, 2018 to DOTDENT Ltd. It was expected to be completed within a period of
6months with an initial contract cost of Ghc 346,266.50.
As part of the GSAM interventions and ensuring citizens’ participation in the initiation and
implementation of capital projects, this project was selected for citizen’s assessment in 2018
when the project was 60% completed. .
After score cards were conducted, the Assembly scored 93% as it followed due process in
procurement, adopting a high involvement of citizens during planning and a high citizenry
conviction of the impacts of the project.
During the score cards dissemination with citizens using a town hall meeting, the Ghana health
service raised concerns about the need to make some modification to the initial project design to
maximize its benefits after completion. Among the request made by GHS during the town hall
meetings were;
That the main ward which they observed to be extraordinary big be reduced and part of it
converted to labor room, recovery ward and waiting wards; that the contractor should use air
tight doors and windows for the theatre instead of the wooden doors in the initial design; that the
size of the septic tank be expanded and landscape provided in front of the ward.
At the meeting, the GHS was directed by the District Planning Unit to put their request into
writing which was carried out by the GHS in a letter dated 12 th of February, 2019. The request
was considered by the Assembly in an approval letter to the contractor for additional changes
dated 4th March, 2019 necessitating an increase in the project cost from Ghc 346,266.50 to Ghc
463,037.50.
The GHS and other citizens of Jema are happy that the completed Maternity Ward has all the
contractual recommendations made during the town hall meeting captured and constructed.
The GHS appreciates GSAM for providing platform for discussions through the town hall
meetings.
Below are picture evidence;

Initial contract letter; initial plan, request of GHS, approval of changes letter from the Assembly
to the contractor, revised project plan and the picture of the completed maternity ward yet to be
commissioned.

016: Community initiates resource mobilization to support community Development Monitors
Client name: Yakubu Ayuba (CDM-Jema)
Date: 16th March, 2020 Project: GSAM- Contact: 0240837430

The concept of Community Development Monitors in advancing citizens demand for
accountability could achieve greater results if communities provide direct support to these
monitors. So far 45 CDMs have received training to support the District assemblies in
monitoring capital projects and are providing
voluntary support in this regard. “It is voluntarily
but it cost me some amount of resources, for
example, I buy credit to make calls and whatsapp to
the

assembly”.

Some

CDMs

are

already

complaining of resource constraints that could affect
their effectiveness.
During the GAS audit Dissemination with the
Ahindogo group, the group resolved to commit Ghc
20.00 monthly from their social fund contribution
beginning from March 2020 to support the activities
of community development monitors.
The group has already fulfilled its commitment for
March, 2020 by donating an amount of Ghc 20.00 to
the community development monitor to facilitate communication between the District Assembly
and the monitor on capital development projects and other developmental activities in the
community.
Mr. Yakubu Ayuba who received the amount was grateful to the group and promised to use the
amount for the intended purpose. He further encouraged other groups to emulate the example of
the Ahindogo group.

